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A groundbreaking book, AGE AUTISM explores how mankind has unwittingly poisoned itself for half of a
millenniumFor centuries, medicine has made reckless use of among earth's most toxic substances:
mercury—and the results, often invisible or overlooked, continue to be tragic.From the worst cases of syphilis
to Sigmund Freud's first cases of hysteria, from baffling new disorders in 19th century Britain to the modern
scourge of autism, THE AGE OF AUTISM traces the long overlooked history of mercury poisoning.  
Today, history pollution levels, including global emissions of mercury as well as other toxicants, make
people more vulnerable to its effects.Today, for the first time, authors Dan Olmsted and Tag Blaxill uncover
that history.  Within this context, they present startling findings:  to a safer future for our children and the
planet. By exposing the roots and rise of The Age of Autism, this book tries to point the way out – In the
tradition of Silent Springtime and An Inconvenient Truth, Olmsted and Blaxill demonstrate with clarity how
chemical substance and environmental clues may have been missed as medical "experts," many of them
blinded by years of systemic bias, instead placed blamed on parental behavior or children's biology.
investigating the first cases of autism diagnosed in the 1940s revealed an unsuspected connect to a new type
of mercury in seed disinfectants, lumber fungicides and vaccines.
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Great reserve from credible authors who are deeply imbedded in ..A considerable portion of this book walks
the reader through what the authors deem "Age Syphilis", "The Age of Hysteria", and "Age Acrodynia", and
follow-up by discussing pollution and toxins to be able to place the stage for Kanner's discovery.
Olmstead’s and Blaxill’s analysis is both reasonable and well balanced and others could and really should
take a page from their book so to speak. I had the enjoyment of meeting the author once and he's an
excellent man who's stood up for the kids silenced by vaccine accidents. The book was published in 2010
2010 and right here we are eight years later on and still without an answer." The authors write about the use
of medical mercury throughout history. What Cutler telephone calls, "a breathtaking exercise in criminal
irresponsibility. In reading the accounts of Kanner, the demonstration that the authors provide is compelling.
Much of the materials presented here can in fact be read aside from what the authors talk about about
autism, despite the fact that autism is among the core elements in a few areas of the written text, comprising
probably about one-third of the publication. In reading some of the reviews here, as well as the great amount
of comments that have been submitted in response to these testimonials, it is rather apparent that some have
not really actually read this reserve (the reader of this review can rest assured that reviewer has read the
entire content before submitting this review), so this review was submitted with the purpose of addressing
these, even though it is tough to review a book of the nature in only a few paragraphs. It's a fiction novel to
scam scared parents who failed research classes. Probably the most interesting books I've ever read." A
glance at the Kanner 11 with the eyes of history past and present The content of the book is a bit different
than what this reviewer had expected. If people have got this disorder at a natural rate for hundreds, if not
really hundreds, of years, why would its existence not have been documented?In the opinion of this
reviewer, one of the best areas of this book may be the fact that the authors study each of the 11 individual
cases reported by Kanner. While this may seem like a small number, during the early looks for autism cases
this rate was actually surprisingly high.Although the vast majority of "The Age of Autism" will probably be
an easy go through for some, the last chapter entitled "The Nightmare and the Dream" might take a while to
digest though it is only about 15 pages in length. Kanner properly drew the distinction between autism and
various other disorders, and autism simply had not been observed in previous research. The book title tie-in
with mercury and medicine is made because of the family members backgrounds (occupational risk and
location) of every of the 11 kids, and due to the implications of the backgrounds..Of course, non-e of these
remedies helped syphilis victims. Through the DARK AGES, toxic mercury compounds had been rubbed on
syphilis victims by physicians as a cure. A must for each and every doctor, parent and any sane person.
Every single person should browse the publication to understand what is happening to our children, and our
whole human race. The material in this initial half of the text is fascinating, and may stand alone as a
separate work. If they didn't die, they were severely injured neurologically. The authors argue that various
other ailments were due to mercury compounds as well, and claim that there is evidence that all of these
ailments are related in cause, either by intentional introduction of mercury compounds to patients, or
unintentional introduction because of the external environment. While portions of the text are arguably
really difficult to follow within the first part of the latter half of the reserve, chapters 9 and 10 have become
well written, and actually reading these chapters will demonstrate that the authors are not anti-vaccine, but
are rather researchers looking into a host of possible causes of neurological damage to children. And
predicated on the evidence, this was not due to some type of misdiagnosis. You can read many books on the
subjects of Thimerosal, mercury poisoning, and autism. It places medicine, insanity and plagues in a fresh
light Necessary Reading Sometimes the best a book can offer you is not to be found in the answers it
provides, but rather in the interest, motivation, and seriousness it can inspire. Mercury did it! This is a
wonderful book, which describes the way the usage of mercury in medicine has killed and maimed
thousands, if not thousands of people. Age scamming people who are science illiterate and paranoid. Read
it! Would recommend actually if you don't know anyone with autism. Great book - still reading Still reading



it nonetheless it is very well written. Five Stars This is an eye-opener. Sadly, the quantity of material here is
a lot more scant than this reviewer would have liked, but the reality that the authors were able to actually
contact these individuals in the end these years, despite the fact that Johns Hopkins evidently "misplaced" a
significant portion of this important study, is a testament with their investigative work. That is such a
reserve. In this chapter, the authors provide updates to the 7 instances and households in the original Kanner
case series that they were able to identify. And go through all you could. Learn just as much as you can, but
USUALLY DO NOT leave this book out of your research. It is essential, outstanding, and required. But
even though visible signals of syphilis disappeared following make use of by the mercury substances, it was
later understood that syphilis was still internally present, occasionally leading to patient death, anyway. I'm
disgusted at authors who exploit people who have no idea any . Other ways of administering mercury
compounds were later on devised by physicians, including oral intake, which is definitely hard to take
considering that the remedy was often worse compared to the ailment, although extremely mercury
compounds were still being utilized for benign afflictions such as for example teething in to the mid-20th
century.. It isn't the complete story, however, nonetheless it is very essential to understand the part of
mercury in autism. The age of scamming people who are science illiterate and paranoid. No reliable proof
anything the author claims.As the authors discuss in their introduction, the intention was to investigate the
natural history of the autism disorder, beginning with the original landmark 1943 survey by Johns Hopkins
psychiatrist Leo Kanner on 11 children born in the 1930s. I'm disgusted at authors who exploit people who
have no idea any better by manipulating and misleading them to trust things that are unquestionably
ridiculous. Written in timeline format and contacting to the forefront several doctors, scientists, and experts,
a line can be drawn from the indisputable effects of toxicity from this element to the first recorded instances
of autism mentioned by Dr. Leo Kanner in the 1930’ and 1940’s. This timeline extends back as far as is
needed to illustrate the point that as far as mercury can be involved, the question as to whether it causes or
takes on a fundamental function in causing autism provides most surely not been answered. Pretty
Devastating I only wish this information could get into "the mainstream. It is shocking and unacceptable.
The ability for epidemiological research to be manipulated and subject to outright fraud and the refusal to
use animal model studies which present the gravest effects of mercury is described throughout the book.
Still, nothing at all has changed. Great reserve from credible authors who are deeply imbedded in autism.
PARENTS READ THIS BOOK BEFORE YOU Produce A CHILD Mark Blaxill is a brilliant,
compassionate, top price consultant with prestigious academic training. Don't fall because of this nonsense.
Autism is present worldwide, including locations that are untouched by the conspiracy drek that's in this
reserve. Give speeches globally on the dangers of American dentistry and medicine. Well written
publication with massive research in mercury usage for medicinal purposes for centuries. Easy to read.. Any
educated person will recognize that this is pure BS. Autism: THE CONDITION of Our Time That is a
thoroughly and impressively researched history on the environmental and medical effects of various
mercury forms on humans by two respected investigative journalists. Recovered fully, returned my
wheelchair. I was paralyzed w MS until I fired Mayo Clinic and employed a German physician to undergo
chelation (DMPS, DMSA for the reason that order only). Understand the truth. A Must Read A must browse
for every parent and health official. I wish I had been able to read it 42 years ago before my autistic boy was
created. While traditional researchers often declare that autism rates contain only a few per 10 thousand
individuals, and that this price has existed for quite some time and is normally common, the authors declare
that autism was recently discovered in the 1930s because it was fresh and did not exist in previous
generations. A great book!
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